Of course, the notion of vertical flight via a rapidly rotating wing is an old one, perhaps in the minds of ancient Greek philosophers and dating back at least to Leonardo da Vinci in the fifteenth century with his now widely known and intriguing sketch of a prototypical helicopter. Practical development had to wait, however, until the late 1930s when sufficiently light and powerful piston engines were available and allowed aircraft designers to go beyond autogyro planes to true helicopters, capable of vertical lift and forward flight, using the rotor blades alone. Despite more than half a century of
subsequent technical adaptation and cultural assimilation the helicopter remains a distinctive flying vehicle capable of eliciting response when seen in the skies. The sight -and sound -of a helicopter hovering low overhead still stops people in their tracks.
Whilst the practical application of the helicopter today is undoubtedly limited, the capacity to fly straight up and manoeuvre freely in the air remains deeply appealing to ground dwelling and gravity bound humans. Elemental to the fascination of the helicopter is that it seems to promise direct point-to-point personal flight. Such aerial travel was first shown in popular 1930s science fiction films, such as Things to Come Within the city, it was envisaged that new heliports would provide safe landing and logistical support for mass helicopter activities. There were, however, planning and architectural design challenges for inserting larger heliports effectively into complex and multi-functional urban landscape. 5 While airports were being located on the edge of cities, at a distance from most of the population and in space open to the skies, heliports needed to be centrally located to exploit the point-to-point rapidity of vertical flight.
This logic of location made the size of any proposed site for a heliport hard to justify in commercial terms on landing fees alone, it was also bound up in the difficulty of ensuring the pad had an unobstructed approach. The presence of a heliport in a populated area was also associated with concerns about noise disturbance and perceptions of operational safety for what was a 'specialised' machine in the eyes of the public.
The post-war promise of routine helicopter travel
After the Second World War the helicopter quite rapidly emerged from being an experimental machine that was often dangerous to attempt to fly, to a more safe and airworthy mode of transport. By the 1950s various models of helicopter were being commercially produced and they emerged as one of key icons of post-war futurism, promising the imminent reality of mass inter-city flight and all of the attendant utopian possibilities. As they became reliable and capable, advocates began to plan services and schedules that they could best undertake.
Throughout the 1950s and early 1960s plans were advanced in many British cities for centrally located heliports required to bring the new flying craft safely into the heart of commercial districts, and the appeal of rooftop landing pads was readily apparent in a significant number of proposals. Thinking about how best to handle helicopter landing sites in the post-war period followed several decades of speculation regarding how aviation could best be accommodated in built up areas. Architects, engineers and planners had previously examined ways in which the emergence of large scale aeromobility, firstly by dirigibles and then propeller planes, could be integrated into the fabric of cities as an effective mode of transport for both local trips and long distance travel. 
Taking steps toward inter-city passenger helicopter services
By end of the 1950s the major concern was not so much the physical architecture and siting of heliports but the need to develop an economic model that would make regular passenger helicopter services profitable for operators. While there was hope of putting The outline proposal shown in the perspective sketch was superseded as the scheme was specified in more detail. In particular the scale was significantly reduced, possibly due to reconstruction ambitions being curtailed to fit the realism of available budgets. The promise to be able to rise above congested city streets still remains an appealing prospect, with the helicopter's superiority over fix-winged aircraft is its ability to take off and land vertically in a relatively small space and thereby offer the flexibility of point-to-point journeys. In contemporary British cities, however, the role for helicopters remains marginal. The only point for regular commercial helicopter operations in centre of London remains the Battersea landing pad and for Liverpool the nearest operating area it is at John Lennon Airport. This kind of provision only support helicopter traffic for a small number of elite travellers, pilot enthusiasts, pleasure trip 'experiences' and, of course, the emergency services. Indeed, the most visible presence of helicopters in
Britain is the police air support units hovering over city centres and the occasional Air Ambulance service ferrying critical patients to hospitals. As such the sound and sight of helicopters in the skies above the city still attracts attention as it indicates potential trouble and trauma in the streets below.
Yet the past does not determine future. The situation might change, in the case of Liverpool if plans for the wholesale -and controversial -regeneration of the waterfront come to pass. Passenger helicopters might then make a regular appearance in the city centre using a helipad on one of towers in the Liverpool Waters mega-development.
Although such a landing facility would be for elite occupants with the helicopter serving as the ultimate taxi for the very wealthy.
